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Abstract: The sensitivity is a main problem for NMR experiments and it is laid down by the thermal noise of 
the receiver coil and its geometry. To improve the sensitivity of an NMR receiver coil, considering the postulate 
of Friis, the signal must be amplified as close as possible to the coil. Here we present a method to achieve 
optimum in situ low noise amplification for the sensitivity improvement of an NMR receiver coil or microcoil. 
In this paper we propose a realistic transducer model of an NMR coil and a reliable method to model an LNA. 
We introduce the requirements to achieve a low noise matching network for NMR receivers allowing an 
improvement of the sensitivity of the coil by a factor of 6. This sensitivity improvement has its interest in MRI 
by increasing the field of view with a higher SNR but also in MRS by reducing the limit of detection. Copyright 
© 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
 
Keywords: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Transducer NMR receiver coil model, SNR, Noise matching, LNA 
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1. Introduction 
 

The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
(MRS), one of the most common analysis methods 
used in biochemistry over more than twenty years  
[1–3], allows getting very precise information about a 
sample even for pico-metric volume scales [4, 5]. In 
this case, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is improved 
when the NMR receiver coil is as close as possible to 
the sample, the NMR coil matching the sample size 
[4–6]. 

A chronically implantable receiver microcoil has 
been developed in previous works [7–11] 
for following cerebral metabolites variations in the 

Alzheimer Disease animal model by localized MRS. 
This microcoil is a 1000 µm * 500 µm ellipsoidal 
surface coil with 4 turns fabricated by electrolytic 
deposition of 38 µm of copper on a glass substrate 
(Fig. 1). NMR in vitro measurements of 1H, under a 
static magnetic field of 4.7 T (work frequency:  
200 MHz), were achieved with this microcoil; its 
active observation volume is 2 µl. Moreover, a 
biocompatibility study showed that this microcoil can 
reach its aim: be implanted in order to measure the 
rodent cerebral metabolites. However, the 
concentration limit of detection (LODc) is about 5 %; 
this means that the sensitivity of the coil is very 
weak: concentration sensitivity ≈ 0.3 [8]. 
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Fig. 1. Micro-coil and tuning/matching PCB. 
 
 

The microcoil low sensitivity is due to noise 
induced by the coaxial cables [12], PCBs, connectors 
and lumped element losses of the data acquisition 
line. Moreover, the absence of isolation between the 
micrometric coil and the matching circuit 
(centimetric PCB) and the coaxial cables (metric) can 
induce signal losses [13].  

A solution to isolate an NMR surface coil from 
the data acquisition line consist to amplify the signal 
between them but most of the actual developments 
dealing with NMR amplification still uses a coaxial 
cable between the coil and the amplifier [14, 15]. 

We propose here a methodology to associate a 
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) as close as possible 
to the coil [16, 17] by using an optimized matching 
network in a single PCB. This solution allows 
enhancing the SNR and then the coil sensitivity: the 
objective of this study. 

In the paragraph 2, we will define the sensitivity 
of an NMR coil and its relationship with the low 
noise signal amplification. In this context, we will 
introduce the matching network requirements 
for NMR receiver coils. In paragraph 3, the models 
of the surface coil and the LNA will be presented 
as well as the optimum matching network and the 
simulation results. In the paragraph 4, we will present 
the test bench circuit verification and the validation 
of our method in an NMR system. 

 
 

2. Theory 
 

It is important to state that this is a preliminary 
study so the first developments were performed with 
a surface coil of 1.5 cm of radius, and should be 
extrapolated to the microcoil. The aim of this work is 
to demonstrate the benefits of local low noise 
amplification, the considerations to achieve it and 
finally the potential future applications.  
 
 

2.1. Sensitivity of an NMR Receiver Coil and 
Local Low Noise Amplification 

 

The sensitivity of an NMR receiver coil termed 
by the concentration sensitivity is expressed as the 
ratio between the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the 
concentration of the measured substance [18]: 
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In NMR, the signal to noise ratio is given by [19], 
[20]: 
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, TS and Rs are the 
ambient temperature and the source resistance 
respectively (here the source is the coil) and Δf is the 
receiver bandwidth. 

In this expression we can state two main 
components, the components depending on the 
environment and the geometrical components:  

The environment components are the static 
magnetic field (B0), the Larmor precession frequency 
proportional to B0 (ω0) and the sample volume (Vs). 

The geometrical components are B1/i which is 

equivalent to the NMR signal and 4 B s sk T R fΔ  

which represents the noise produced by the coil in a 
given bandwidth [21].  

As we can see, the environment components  
are constants imposed by the work conditions, and, if 
the geometrical parameters are optimized to achieved 
a maximum B1/i and a low noise (minimum Rs), the 
only solution to improve the SNR is to amplify the 
NMR signal as close as possible to the coil in order to 
avoid losses or noise introduced by coaxial cables 
and connectors.  

Moreover, for low matter quantities analysis, the 
amplitude of the NMR signal is very weak. Let’s 
illustrate this from the experimental values of our 
surface coil (Rs =4 Ω) and our microcoil  
(Rs =1.3 Ω ) for a measured volume of 1 mm3 under a 
static field of 4.7 T and a bandwidth of 4 kHz [22]. 
The measured voltage densities of the signals (S) and 
noises (N) are S = 465 nV/√Hz and N=16 nV/√Hz for 
the surface coil and S = 2.3 µV/√Hz and  
N= 9 nV/√Hz for the micro coil (state the influence 
of the filling factor: η = sample’s volume / coil’s 
volume). In the case of a 0.1 mm3 [8], the measured 
SNR with the micro coil is 80 and the estimated 
voltage density of the signal is 720 nV/√Hz. 

The SNR of a micrometric sample is as poor 
as it is for most of the RF receivers [16]. That is the 
reason why it is interesting to look at the low noise 
amplification used in the RF receivers. 

Any device, connector or transmission line 
produces an internal noise which is added to the noise 
at the input of the device. In terms of power spectral 
density per unit of frequency (V2/Hz), the SNR at the 
output of a device with a voltage gain Gv is given  
by [23]: 
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Indeed, the input signal and the input noise 
are amplified with the same factor Gv. The noise 
factor of a device is defined as the ratio between the 
SNR at the input of the device and the SNR at the 
output: 
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Even if the noise factor induced by the LNA 
is very low (F ≈ 1.1 for the best technologies [24]), 
the SNR at the output of any device is lower than the 
SNR at its input (F > 1). But the importance of the 
LNA is illustrated by the Friis formula [17] which 
is the expression of the noise factor at the end 
of an impedance matched data acquisition line: 
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The interest of the LNA is to amplify the signal 
at the input of the data acquisition line (introducing 
the lower noise as possible) in order to improve the 
SNR at the output of the system. The higher the gain 
of the LNA is and the lower the noise added by the 
LNA is, the better the SNR at the output of the data 
acquisition line will be. And the closer the LNA is to 
the receiver coil, the lower the input noise produced 
by transmission lines will be. 

The minimum noise factor of a device can also be 
represented by the equivalent noise temperature 
referred at the input of the system (Teq, in K) and the 
noise temperature of the source (Ts, which is the 
ambient temperature in K): 
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2.2. Low Noise Matching Network 
Requirements for NMR Receiver Coils 

 

The matching network is a passive devices 
network placed between the coil and the amplifier (or 
transmission line) where the aim is to deliver the 
output signal in the better conditions (voltage, power, 
frequency selection…) and also to avoid the 
reflection wave in the case of radio frequencies. In 
this part we will detail the requirements for an 
optimum low noise matching network for NMR 
receivers which involves the power matching, the 
voltage matching and the noise matching. 

a) Power matching. 
The classic matching network in NMR is based 

in the 50 Ω power matching as it is the characteristic 
impedance of most of the coaxial cables and 
terminals used in NMR. The interest of power 
matching in NMR is to avoid any reflection of the 
NMR signal from the circuit to the sample. Such a 
case can produce an error in the lecture of the 
relaxation times T1 and T2 and can also produce a 

perturbation of the homogeneity of the static 
magnetic field [25, 26]. 

Theoretically, if *
coil inZ Z= , the reflection wave 

will be zero, S11 will tend to -∞ dB and there will 
be a maximum power transfer (S21 = 0 dB); that is 
the raison why this is called the power matching. 
In practice, a 10 % reflection wave (S11 = -12 dB) 
is acceptable and that allows a mismatch range of  
+/-20 % between the impedance of the coil and the 
characteristic impedance of the transmission line. 

b) Voltage matching  
Considering Rs the equivalent resistance of the 

source and Zin the impedance input of the LNA, the 

input noise is given by 2
, 4n in sV kTR= , the noise at the 

amplifier output is 2 2 2 2 2
,out ,inn v n n ampV a G V V= +  and the 

output signal is 2 2 2 2
out ,v s inV a G V=  with the voltage ratio 

/ ( )in in sa Z Z R= + . From Eq. 4, we can express the 

noise factor as follows: 
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From this relation, we can state that for high input 
impedance compared to Rs, α = 1 and the second term 
of the noise figure will be minimized. 
With this condition we will have a maximum voltage 
transfer from the coil to the input amplifier ensuring 
the voltage matching. An example of application 
of the voltage matching to minimize the noise figure 
is given in [23]. 

c) Noise matching 
To have a deep understand of the noise model 

of an amplifier we need to understand the noise 
theory of two port networks [27] and a transistor 
noise model [28].  

A noisy two port network can be modeled as a 
noiseless two port network with an input noise 

voltage source ( nV ) and an input current noise 

source ( nI ) [29]. nV  is the equivalent voltage 

source referred to the input when the input is short-

circuited ( 0sourseZ = ) and nI  is the equivalent 

current source referred to the input when the input is 

open-circuited ( 0sourseY = ). These equivalent 

sources are correlated because they represent the 
global behavior of the internal physical noise sources 
of the noisy two ports. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Noisy Two port model. 
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In amplifiers, the noise factor can be described 
by: 
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(8) 

 
where Fmin is the minimum noise factor of the 
amplifier, gn is the noise conductance, Gsource=Rs+Xs 
is the impedance of the source and Zopt is the 
optimum source impedance value that allow us to 
reach the minimum noise factor. Then the noise 
matching is achieved when Rs=Ropt and Xs=Xopt. 
Respectively, rn is the noise conductance, Gsource is 
the admittance of the source and Yopt is the optimum 
source admittance. The noise conductance, the noise 
resistance and their relationship are defined as 
follows [28, 30, 31]: 
 
 )4/(2 TkIg Bnn = , (9) 

 
 )4/(2 TkVr Bnn = , (10) 
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The noise parameters to define are then: Fmin, gn 

(or rn), Ropt (or Gopt) and Xopt (or Bopt) and they can be 
described as a function of the internal 
transconductance, capacitances and resistances of the 
two port network [29]. Usually, Zin≠Zopt. A Low 
Noise Amplifier is then an amplifier where Fmin and 
gn (or rn ) are as low as possible. 
 
 

3. Model of the Circuit and Simulations 
 

In order to determine the optimum noise matching 
network by simulation performed by ADS® software, 
we need to have a model of the coil and the amplifier 
as reliable as possible around 200 MHz (1 H resonant 
frequency under 4.7 T field of NMR system). 
 
 
3.1. Coil Model 
 

An NMR receiver coil is a transducer that 
converts the instantaneous nuclear magnetization 

vector ( )M t


 of a sample in a voltage free induction 

decay (FID). The signal processing of the measured 
FID gives the signal information that allows the 
reconstruction of the sample images or spectra. 

From the energy conversion point of view, the 
variation of the magnetization vector produces a flux 
variation through the static NMR receiver coil. 
The magnetic induction is then placed in a Neumann 
case [32]. Under this condition, from the differential 

forms of the Gauss’s law and the differential 
Maxwell-Faraday equation, we can show that the 
instantaneous electric field produced by the 
magnetization vector in a point m of the circuit 
of a coil is given by [33]: 
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In a quasi-stationary regime, the local Ohm’s law 

in a point m of the circuit is: 
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And the local resistance is: 
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where σ is the conductivity of the circuit and S 
is its section. From the equation (12), the electric 
field in a portion AB of the coil is: 
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From the equations (13) and (14): 
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Moreover, the induced electromotive force in the 

Neumann case is: 
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By combining the equations (15), (16) and (17), 

and considering AB the terminals of the coil, we 
deduce the potential difference of NMR receiver as: 
 

))()()()()( tIRtetVtVtV ABABABcoil −=−= Φ  

(18) 
 

From a transducer point of view, this expression 
means that the coil has a Thevenin equivalent circuit 
where eф is the voltage generator (induced by the flux 
variation) with an internal loss resistance RAB (Fig. 3). 
The Norton equivalent circuit between the terminals 
AB of the coil is a current generator iф=eAB/RAB with 
an internal loss resistance RAB.  
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Fig. 3. Thevenin-Norton equivalent circuit of a coil  

from a transducer point of view. 
 
 

From a frequency resonant point of view, we have 
to add the equivalent circuit the physical proper 
inductance between the terminals AB. The complete 
equivalent model of an NMR receiver coil is then a 
parallel RL circuit with an induced current source iф. 
This model contrasts with the series RL equivalent 
circuit, widely used in the NMR community.  

In the Fig. 4, we plot the S11 parameter of the 
impedance ZAB of an equivalent parallel RLC circuit 
and an equivalent series RLC circuit. For the same 
values of R, L and C, we clearly see that the series 
RLC circuit acts like a low pass filter and the parallel 
RLC circuit acts like a selective filter which 
is actually the real behavior of an NMR receiver coil.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. RLC series and parallel S11 comparison. 
 

Moreover, in an RL series circuit, the inductance 
LAB is a loss element and this approach disagrees with 
the energy conversion demonstration where no 
inductance takes part (equation 18). 

We conclude that an NMR receiver coil should be 
modeled by its equivalent Norton (or Thevenin) 
circuit in parallel whit the physical inductance LAB. 
 
 

3.2. Amplifier Model: Estimation of the Noise 
Parameters 

 
To model the commercial amplifier, first we 

extract the S-parameters with a VNA (E5071C ENA 
series, Agilent Technologies). From the S11 
parameter, we can get a model of the input 
impedance of the amplifier. The parameter S21 
allows us to determine the power gain of the device. 
S12 (< -60 dB) states that the amplifier is unilateral, 

probably achieved with an output cascade stage. S22 
give us information about the output impedance. 

The stability of the amplifier can be checked by 
using the Rollett stability factors K and ∆ [34].  
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In this case K > 1 and ∆ < 1; thus, our commercial 

amplifier is unconditionally stable for any passive 
load or source impedance. 

Concerning the noise parameters, Fmin is given in 
general by the constructor but often it is not the case 
for gn and Zopt. From the S-parameters 
of our amplifier we can assume that our LNA 
is based in an inductive series feedback design and 
the particularity of this design technique is that we 
can have a simultaneous power and noise matching 
which means that Zin=Zopt [35], [36]. By taking this 
simplifying hypothesis, we can estimate gn thanks to 
the inequality of Pospieszalski [30], [31]: 
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The left side inequality means that the correlation 

between the input equivalent two noise sources may 
not be correlated more than 100 % the right side is a 
limitation of the model [31].  

From the equation (6) and the Johnson-Nyquist 
formula [21] we find that: 
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By combining the equations (9), (21) and (22) we 

can deduce (21) to (23).  
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In order to estimate the equivalent input noise 

sources, we have to verify the system above. 
From the constructor datasheet, the minimum 

noise figure is min 0.45NF dB= , thus the 

minimum noise factor is: min 1.1092F = .  

For a work temperature of 293 K, we have: 
228.82 10n nV I −= ∗ J/Hz. Thus, the estimated 

values of the equivalent input noise sources at  
200 MHz are: 
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These values allow calculating gn and rn to 
complete the model of our commercial amplifier and 
we can create a file type “.s2p” to be used for the 
circuit simulations. The results here stay estimation 
but it is enough for a basic simulation. A more 
precise method to extract the noise sources values 
from measured data is presented by Ikalainen [37]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Inequality of Pospieszalski plot for the estimated 
noise sources values. 

 
 
3.3. Noise Matching Network Simulation 
 

With a defined model of the coil and the 
amplifier, we can define the noise matching network 
between them (Fig. 6). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Final circuit simulation. 
 
 

The capacitor C9 is the tuning capacitor but 
in practice it also has an important matching 
influence. The inductance L6 mainly influence the 
tuning of the circuit and L7 varies the matching at the 
input of the amplifier. The capacitors C7 and C8 do 
not have a major impact on the circuit behavior and 
they are as low as possible (1 pF). L9 and C10 are the 
same as L6 and C7, this impedance repartition is used 
to compensate the dielectric losses [38].  

The Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the AC voltage 
through the circuit. Vin is the input signal at the 
terminals of the coil (L8), Va is the voltage 
at the amplifier’s input and Vout is the output voltage. 
We can state that the maximum value of the input 
voltage is reached about 225 MHz; this value 
corresponds to the resonance between the inductance 

of the coil (L8) and C9. As we can see, the maximum 
voltage gain through the circuit is reached at about 
210 MHz and not at the resonance frequency of the 
coil. This is because the voltage gain strongly 
depends on the matching network and mainly in the 
inductance L7 according to the voltage matching 
(equation 7). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. AC voltage evolution. 
 
 

The optimum matching network is accomplished 
when the combination of this capacitors and 
inductances allows obtaining the three low noise 
matching requirements. With the component values 
of the circuit of the Fig. 6 we reach the optimum 
noise matching network requirements 
at 200 MHz (Fig. 8):  

S21 = 12 dB and Gv = 13.8 dB (Vout/Vin = 4.8), 
which is a good compromise between the power gain 
of the NMR signal and the voltage matching allowing 
to minimize the noise at the input of the amplifier. 

NF = 0.8 dB, final noise contribution of the 
matching network and the LNA to the NMR signal. 

S11 = - 9.5 dB, this value is higher than the 
expected -12 dB but in practice that can be improved.  

We must notice that a better power matching 
implies a worst noise figure as predicted by the 
opposition between the power and voltage matching. 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of the matching network 
requirements. 

 
 

4. Results 
 

The S-parameters of the circuit measured with the 
VNA match the results predicted by simulation and 
we validate the interest of the in situ LNA for NMR 
receivers.  

The circuit is fabricated in an FR-4 PCB with 
a 35 µm copper thickness. The surface coil is a loop 
with radius of 1.5 cm. the coil is linked to the 
matching network and the amplifier by a strip line 
of 7.5 cm. In order to avoid any losses or noise 
introduced by switches of PIN diodes, behind the 
LNA, we have a GaAs based SPDT RF-switch 
that ensures the decoupling of the coil during the 
RF- excitation. 

The achieved circuit is showed in the Fig. 9. The 
receiver coil and the electronic part are separated 

each other to avoid interaction between the emitting 
coil and the sample with the electromagnetic field 
emitted by the electronic circuit and also to avoid 
field inhomogeneity of the gradients due to the 
Faraday cage that encapsulates the circuit. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Circuit stages and achieved in situ low noise 
amplified NMR coil. 

 
 
4.1. Test Bench Verification 
 

To verify the circuit model and the simulations 
based in the theory presented in this study we 
measure the S-parameters of the total final circuit 
with the VNA (E5071C ENA series, Agilent 
Technologies). In the Fig. 10, at 200 MHz, we can 
see that S11 = -12.5 dB and S21 = 9.4 dB match the 
simulation results as well as the measured voltage 
gain of 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Measured S11 (top) and S21 (bottom). 
 
 

The similarity between the measured 
S-parameters and voltage gain and the simulation 
results allow us to conclude that the power and 
voltage matching are achieved. The measurement 
of the noise in the circuit requires a specific VNA 
that we does not have in our laboratory so we are not 
able to verify the noise matching. However, as the 
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measurements and simulation of the S-parameters 
and voltage gain are very close, we can assume that 
the noise matching is also achieved. 
 
 
4.2. Practical Validation 
 

To validate the influence of our circuit on the 
SNR, we made an MRI comparison between the 
circuit of the Fig. 9 and a classic 1.5 cm radius 
surface coil (surface coil, 50 Ω matching network and 
coaxial cable to the spectrometer). This comparison 
was based in a RARE sequence with 2 mm coronal 
slices (parallel to the surface of the coil) under  
a 4.7 T Bruker system. 

The SNR is measured in slices parallel to the 
axial plan of the coil at a progressive distance. In the 
Fig. 11, we have a qualitative comparison of the SNR 
obtained for the same slice with the classic coil 
configuration and the in situ low noise amplified coil. 

With the plot at the top of the Fig. 12, we can 
state that the SNR of the amplified coil is higher than 
50 dB till a distance of 16 mm to the coil while the 
maximum SNR of the classic configuration is 31 dB 
for a distance of 4 mm. The LNA allow us to have a 
deeper field of view into the sample with a better 
SNR than the classic coil. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 11. Images obtained with a classic coil (top) and the in 

situ low noise amplified coil (bottom). 
 
 
In the bottom of the Fig. 12 we have the mean 

SNR improvement which is the average ratio 
between the amplified coil and the classic coil. 
For a distance to the coil between 4 mm and 26 mm, 
we have a SNR improvement between 5 and 3. 
The in situ low noise amplification allows us 

to improve the sensitivity of the coil as far as 6 fold 
for a NMR measurement at 6 mm to the coil.  

In terms of MRS, the concentration limit 
of detection is: LODc = 3/Sc. By applying this method 
to the microcoil, we will be able to detect a minimum 
choline concentration of 1.7 mM for a 100 mM 
concentration of cerebral metabolites solution. 
This is equivalent to a 6 % reduction of the in situ 
amplified microcoil LODc compared to the actual 
non amplified microcoil. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. SNR comparison between the classic coil and the 
local amplified coil (top) and the mean ratio of the SNR 
improvement of the amplified coil in comparison to the 
classic coil (down). 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

The NMR receiver coils are critically important 
 in performance of NMR imaging and spectroscopy 
system. In this work we showed the interest  
of an in situ low noise amplification applied to NMR 
receiver coils. Here we detailed the requirements 
to reach an optimized matching network allowing 
simultaneously a suitable voltage gain, noise figure 
and S-parameters. In addition, an optimum 
transmission of the signal from the coil to the 
amplifier is obtained by avoiding the use of coaxial 
cables and switches between the coil and the LNA. 
In order to have reliable simulation results, we 
proposed a novel approach to define a model 
of an NMR receiver coil representing its real 
behavior and we also proposed a method to estimate 
the noise conductance and noise resistance 
of an inductive series feedback LNA.  
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We also showed that the achievement of the low 
noise matching network requirements in NMR allows 
having a factor 6 sensitivity improvement of a given 
coil. This method allows having a 4 fold deeper field 
of view in MRI and can be applied to NMR coil and 
microcoils to obtain a lower concentration limit 
of detection in MRS.  

Thus, this study is contribution toward obtaining 
better acquisitions with NMR receiver coils and most 
particularly with micro receiver coils. 
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